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Reading, UK — March 16, 2004 — C2C Systems and Lextek International have partnered to provide fast
and efficient e-mail archiving products to companies worldwide. C2C has incorporated Lextek’s Onix
search technology into its Archive One product line.
Here’s how the technology works. Archive One Compliance, an archiving, retention and retrieval
management application for Microsoft Exchange, stores and manages large amounts of e-mail text. If
you’re a financial institution retaining electronic documents for six years to comply with SEC Rule
17a-4, you need an infallible way to archive, manage and retrieve e-mails (sometimes upon request).
Lextek’s Onix full text indexing and retrieval technology — also licensed by Adobe Systems, Inc. —
provides the flexibility and speed to do so in a timely manner with minimal effort.
“Onix’s superior indexing speed, index compression and storage technologies allow a query to be
processed and results returned to users quickly — even for extremely large collections of text,” says
Art Pollard, president of Lextek International. “It would be no problem for a large organization to
search through six years of e-mail and find exactly what they were looking for in a short period of
time.”
“Indexing, fast search and retrieval are critical to e-mail archiving to enforce policy and meet
regulations,” says Dave Hunt, CEO of C2C. “We are pleased to partner with Lextek International to
offer the latest research in text indexing technology to our customers.”
ABOUT C2C
C2C (www.c2c.com) provides a range of e-mail lifecycle management software for Microsoft Exchange.
C2C’s solutions for e-mail archiving, mailbox size management, search and discovery are used by three
million users at more than 2,000 organizations worldwide. C2C, a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, is
headquartered in Reading, United Kingdom, with U.S. offices in Springfield, Mass.
ABOUT LEXTEK INTERNATIONAL
Lextek International (http://www.lextek.com/) is a leading supplier of high-performance tools for
automatically indexing, searching, categorizing, summarizing and classifying text and other forms of
digital knowledge. Lextek’s technologies have been integrated into a wide range of Internet portals, as
well as document and knowledge management systems. Lextek is a privately held company with headquarters
in Provo, Utah, and has been supplying advanced technologies to software developers and OEM customers
since 1993.
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